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For decades Evan has researched the deepest wisdom from hundreds of elite
entrepreneurs and celebrities. This book distills their advice into pure success.
He first began The Top 10 Rules series on his YouTube channel. He wanted to
wake up every morning surrounded by greatness, and be inspired by the best
words from top performers. Using 40 of these legends, Evan compiled fourhundred excerpts, and whittled them down into The Top 10 most popular and
impactful rules. They're motivation for your heart and application for your life. This
book will help you #Believe in yourself, your abilities, and your dreams. From
Steve Jobs, to Tony Robbins, to Oprah Winfrey, there's almost certainly lifechanging wisdom calling to you from inside these pages. This book is for you.
Open it up, pick a page, and see for yourself.
The Next Africa, an Axiom Best Business Book Award winner, will change the
way people think about the continent. The old narrative of an Africa disconnected
from the global economy, depicted by conflict or corruption, and heavily
dependent on outside donors is fading. A wave of transformation driven by
business, modernization, and a new cadre of remarkably talented Africans is
thrusting the continent from the world's margins to the global mainstream. In the
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coming decades the magnitude of Africa's markets and rising influence of its
people will intersect with other key trends to shape a new era, one in which
Africa's progress finally overshadows its challenges, transforming an emerging
continent into a global powerhouse. The Next Africa captures this story. Authors
Jake Bright and Aubrey Hruby pair their collective decades of Africa experience
with several years of direct research and interviews. Packed with profiles;
personal stories, research and analysis, The Next Africa is a paradigm-shifting
guide to the events, trends, and people reshaping Africa's relationship to the
world. Bright and Hruby detail the cross-cutting trends prompting Silicon Valley
venture capital funds and firms like GE, IBM, and Proctor & Gamble to make
major investments in African economies, while describing how Africans are
stimulating Milan runways, Hollywood studios, and London pop charts. The Next
Africa introduces readers to the continent's burgeoning technology movement,
rising entrepreneurs, groundbreaking philanthropists, and cultural innovators
making an impact in music, fashion, and film. Bright and Hruby also connect
Africa's transformation to its contemporary immigrant diaspora, illustrating how
this increasingly affluent group will serve as the thread that pulls the continent's
success together. Finally, The Next Africa suggests a fresh framework for global
citizens, public policy-makers, and CEOs to approach Africa. It will no longer be
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"The Hopeless Continent", nor will it become an overnight utopia. Bright and
Hruby offer a more nuanced, net-sum, and data-rich approach to analyzing an
increasingly complex continent, reconciling its continued challenges with rapid
progress. The Next Africa describes a future of a more globally-connected Africa
where its leaders and citizens wield significant economic, cultural, and political
power--a future in which Americans will be more likely to own African stocks,
work for companies doing business in Africa, buy African hits from iTunes, see
Nigerian actors win Oscars, and learn new African names connected to tech
moguls and billionaires.
From the #1 personal finance columnist on the Internet (Nielsen/NetRatings)-a
clear prescription for financial health in the 2010s and beyond. For previous
generations, living within your means was a simple formula. Now, with the
staggering rise in education, health care, and housing costs, millions of people
find themselves skating from paycheck to paycheck with no idea how to move
forward. As the most-read personal finance columnist on the Internet, Liz Weston
has heard the questions and has the answers. Her 10 Commandments of Money
will help readers avoid critical mistakes, survive the bad times, and thrive in the
good ones. Just a few of Weston's invaluable pointers include how to: • Balance
Your Budget • Pay Down Toxic Debt • Get the Right Mortgage • Pay for College
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• Save for Retirement • Maximize Your Financial Flexibility Liz Weston's goal is
to provide THE practical guide to the brave new world of money. What Sylvia
Porter's Money Book was to the 1970s, The 10 Commandments of Money will be
for the 2010s. Watch a Video
Achieve Financial Success…God’s Way! DIVPastor Sunday Adelaja helped 200
people become millionaires in just two years by teaching them how to apply
God’s principles to their personal finances. Discover how they did it in Money
Won’t Make You Rich, a comprehensive guide to true prosperity and financial
freedom./divDIV /divDIVWhen you understand God’s principles about finances,
you can control your money without letting it control you. In this practical,
inspirational guide, Pastor Adelaja combines biblical truth, financial advice, and
his own life experiences to explain such topics as:/divDIV /div •The meaning of
prosperity •The nature of poverty •The secret of success and four principles of
continuous success •Three laws to making your money work for you •The
reason for financial failure •And much more
As Forbes magazine heads towards its centenary in 2017, this is a timely look at
how the work of entrepreneurs can influence lives in Africa and create the jobs
that empty state coffers can no longer afford. Written by the founder of Forbes
Africa, this is a masterclass on how the brightest and most successful
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entrepreneurs across Africa made their billions. Chris Bishop gets up close and
personal with the biggest names in business on the continent: Aliko Dangote,
Patrice Motsepe, Nicky Oppenheimer, Christo Wiese and Stephen Saad, among
others. These are the stories of how they not only survived, but thrived, in the fast
and furious world of African business: the penniless priest who became a steel
baron; the barefoot apple-seller who turned into a mining millionaire; the man
who shared a hut with cattle but ended up a billionaire; the respected millionaire
who went from running dice games and dealing drugs to running a city. This is a
rich tapestry of stories about the super-wealthy and the wise, told with wit and
heart.
Offers advice on personal finance and creating wealth based on the principles of
Jewish tradition.
A frontline account of how to fight corruption, from Nigeria's former finance
minister Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala. In Fighting Corruption Is Dangerous, Ngozi OkonjoIweala has written a primer for those working to root out corruption and disrupt
vested interests. Drawing on her experience as Nigeria's finance minister and
that of her team, she describes dangers, pitfalls, and successes in fighting
corruption. She provides practical lessons learned and tells how anti-corruption
advocates need to equip themselves. Okonjo-Iweala details the numerous ways
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in which corruption can divert resources away from development, rewarding the
unscrupulous and depriving poor people of services. Okonjo-Iweala discovered
just how dangerous fighting corruption could be when her 83-year-old mother
was kidnapped in 2012 by forces who objected to some of the government's
efforts at reforms led by Okonjo-Iweala—in particular a crackdown on fraudulent
claims for oil subsidy payments, a huge drain on the country's finances. The
kidnappers' first demand was that Okonjo-Iweala resign from her position on live
television and leave the country. Okonjo-Iweala did not resign, her mother
escaped, and the program of economic reforms continued. “Telling my story is
risky,” Okonjo-Iweala writes. “But not telling it is also dangerous.” Her book
ultimately leaves us with hope, showing that victories are possible in the fight
against corruption.
The Ten Commandments Of Negotiation are time-tested fundamentals based on these
top three desired traits. If you can obey the Ten Commandments, you will be successful
more times than not in any negotiation.
The master key to life--a universal guide to all that matters in making life more
satisfying.
"In this wide-ranging book, Nina Etkin reveals the medicinal properties of foods in the
specific cultural contexts in which they are used. Incorporating co-evolution with a
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biocultural perspective, she addresses some of the physiological effects of foods across
cultures and through history while taking into account both the complex dynamics of
food choice and the blurred distinctions between food and medicine. Showing that food
choice is more closely linked to health than is commonly thought, she helps us to
understand the health implications of people's food-centered actions in the context of
real-life circumstances."--Jacket.
Dwight L. Moody, in full Dwight Lyman Moody, (born February 5, 1837, East Northfield,
Massachusetts, U.S.--died December 22, 1899, Northfield, Massachusetts), prominent
American evangelist who set the pattern for later evangelism in large cities. Moody left
his mother's farm at age 17 to work in Boston and there was converted from
Unitarianism to evangelicalism. In 1856 he moved to Chicago and prospered as a shoe
salesman but in 1860 gave up business for missionary work. He worked with the Young
Men's Christian Association (YMCA; 1861-73), was president of the Chicago YMCA,
founded the Moody Church, and engaged in slum mission work. In 1870 he met Ira D.
Sankey, a hymn writer, and with him became noted for contributing to the growth of the
"gospel hymn." They made extended evangelical tours in Great Britain (1873-75,
1881-84). Moody shunned divisive sectarian doctrines, deplored "higher criticism" of the
Bible, the Social Gospel movement, and the theory of evolution. Instead he colourfully
and intensely preached "the old-fashioned gospel," emphasizing a literal interpretation
of the Bible and looking toward the premillennial Second Coming. Moody's mass
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revivals were financed by prominent businessmen who believed he would alleviate the
hardships of the poor. Moody himself ardently supported various charities but felt that
social problems could be solved only by the divine regeneration of individuals. As well
as conducting revivals, he directed annual Bible conferences at Northfield,
Massachusetts, where he founded a seminary for girls in 1879. In 1889 he founded the
Chicago Bible Institute (now the Moody Bible Institute). (britannica.com)
Leadership by the Good Book will inspire, empower, and equip men and women to lead
their businesses, their teams, their ministries, and even their families to greater heights
and to have an eternal impact. For David L. Steward, founder and chairman of World
Wide Technology, his philosophy for building a successful business is simple and
founded on a Biblical principle: "For even the Son of Man did not come to be served,
but to serve" (Mark 10:45 NIV). As a business leader, he says, the first priority is to
serve employees. Together with Brandon K. Mann, these two leaders distill their
wisdom in this field guide for leaders who want to bring respect, integrity, honesty, and
trust to the workplace. Steward and Mann draw from personal experiences as well as
share insights and examples of how God's Word has informed and influenced their
leadership. Each chapter ends with a section titled Your Leadership Flywheel: Learn,
Live, Lead, Legacy, which includes self-reflection questions, application of biblical
principles, as well as a prayer.
Find success in finance, friendships, , and spirituality with the advice of a well-known
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expert It's safe to say that nearly everyone is seeking a happier, more successful life.
So then why do so few attain it? Business Secrets from the Bible proposes a new way
to view and approach success—one based upon key concepts from the Bible that are
actually surprisingly simple. Written especially for those seeking success in the realms
of money, relationships, and spirituality, this book encourages readers to realize their
common mistakes, come to terms with them, and turn those mistakes into future
triumphs. Filled with concrete advice for improved finances, spirituality, and connection,
this resource takes a practical approach and aims to change not just the minds, but the
actions of readers with a self-evident and persuasive pathway. Drawing on his wisdom
and knowledge of the Bible, the author reveals the clear link between making money
and spirituality, and urges readers to focus on self-discipline, integrity, and character
strength in order to achieve personal prosperity. Special emphasis is given to
establishing positive attitudes toward making money and adopting effective Biblicallybased strategies. Demonstrates how earnings and profits are God's reward for forming
relationships with others and serving them Stresses the importance of service, sharing,
change, leadership, and creating boundaries and structures Encourages readers to
focus on other people's desires and teaches why and how to make connections with
many people Suggests ways for readers to transform themselves and continue toward
success even in the face of fear and uncertainty Attaining wealth and well-being is no
longer a mystery. Let this book identify and correct the errors that are keeping you from
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fulfillment and happiness.
Perfect Credit offers consumers an easy-to-follow blueprint on how to get superb credit
-- and how to sidestep numerous credit traps and pitfalls along the way.
Printed in ten-point type and also includes "The Beatitudes." Thomas Watson originally
intended "A Body of Practical Divinity" to consist of three works: "Body of Divinity", his
commentary on the Westminster Shorter Catechism; "The Ten Commandments", an
exposition on the summary of the mosaic law, and its applicability as a guide to the
moral life of the Christian; and "The Lord's Prayer", his exposition on the Lord's Prayer
as related by Matthew. To these three, we have added his exposition on the Beatitudes,
which complements these first three magnificently. If there is any work among the
myriad volumes of Puritan works that can properly be considered a Systematic
Theology, Thomas Watson's "A Body of Divinity" is undoubtedly that work. Rich with
metaphor, concise, and drenched in Scripture, Watson's seminal magnum opus has
endured throughout the centuries as a magnificent cornerstone of Puritan thought.
Written as a commentary on the Westminster Shorter Catechism, "A Body of Divinity"
exposits the Cathechism, beginning with the question "What is the Chief End of Man?"
Watson continues on to matters of Theology Proper (the Attributes of God),
Anthropology (the Nature of Man), Christology, the Covenant of Works and the
Covenant of Grace (Soteriology), and Eschatology (Last Things). For a study of Puritan
thought and theology, "A Body of Divinity" remains a fantastic starting point. Watson
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passionately defends the Ten Commandments as a foundation for Christian practice.
"Obedience carries in it the life-blood of religion," he says. "The rule of obedience is the
written word. To seem to be zealous, if it be not according to the word, is not
obedience, but will-worship." Convicting without condemnation, Watson's words inspire
as he points the reader to God in Christ, and always with a view to dependence on the
Spirit. "The Ten Commandments are the rule of our life, the creed is the sum of our
faith, and the Lord's Prayer is the pattern of our prayer." Watson concludes his
magnificent work with a rich commentary on our Lord's Prayer in the Gospel of
Matthew. Avoiding the common prayer acronyms that saturate modern Christianity, he
deftly builds a foundation for communion with God that requires our complete devotion.
The Beatitudes completes Watson's expositional quartet by adding Christ's introduction
to the Sermon on the Mount, revealing to faithful men the meaning and means of true
happiness. By Ted Cortez Publishing
Have you ever wanted to know why some people live a life of wealth and abundance,
while most struggle financially? Are there qualities, characteristics, and traits wealthy
people share in common, that the vast majority don't have or don't ever develop? The
answer is a resounding - Yes! In this groundbreaking book, “THE 21 SECRETS OF
SUCCESS IN BUSINESS DRAWN FROM THE LEGENDARY JOURNEY OF THE
RICHEST BLACK BUSINESSMAN IN THE WORLD,” Aliko DANGOTE the "noble son
of KANO," reveals the answers to all questions about happiness, money, wealth,
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success, prosperous and abundant life, throughout his legendary and exciting career.
You'll discover the fundamental principles, methods, and strategies he has used to
achieve prosperity and his incredible dream to be the RICHEST BLACK
BUSINESSMAN IN THE WORLD. Within these pages, you will go to the exciting and
wonderful discovery of the 21 Secrets that led to the building of Africa's largest
industrial and financial empire estimated at 25 billion dollars by Forbes magazine in its
recent ranking in March 2014. By comprehending the methods and techniques that
have been used to create wealth, you're going to know how to break the barriers
standing in your way of affluence and achievement.
Explains how each director of Central Intelligence sought to fulfill his "community" role,
that of enhancing the cooperation among the many parts of the nation’s intelligence
community under his leadership. Explores that the nation’s leaders expected of
directors and how those holding the responsibility attempted to carry it out.
The amazing thing is that Dangote built his business empire from the scratch, starting
out as a small scale trader to eventually build an emergent global conglomerate,
becoming, in the process, one of the world's richest men. Just how was he able to do
this? That is the interesting question which Peter Anosike tries to answer in this book
creatively entitled Dangote's 10 Commandments on Money. A motivational book
designed to build the entrepreneurial spirit in the youths, Dangote's 10 Commandments
on Money is a fitting tribute to one of the most remarkable businessmen of this
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generation. The book analyses the strategies which Dangote has used to achieve what
some other persons might have considered unimaginable. It rightly casts him in the
mould of a benevolent mentor by situating the story in the context of Dangote taking a
bright youngster from an underprivileged background under his wings, teaching him
how to succeed in business and supervising his business activities to ensure success.
He divides the principles into 10 and explains each of them thoroughly so that the
youngster would understand them very well and then be able to put them into practice.
Dangote's aim in doing this is to help produce more of his kind so as to fast-track
Nigeria's development. Talk about a tribute to a quintessential patriot!
One of the world's best-known ceremonial magicians, contemporary occult author
Frater U?D?, presents the definitive book of money magic. Previously unavailable in
English, this advanced guide will be welcomed by ceremonial magicians, hermeticists,
and other magic users. Money Magicstarts with the revolutionary premise that money
belongs to the element of Air. By transforming the idea of money in your psyche, you
will invite wealth to flow more freely and easily into your life. This comprehensive guide
gives step-by-step instructions on how to master prosperity in its true element using
new paradigms, magical invocations, rituals, sigils, and pathworkings.
Jawanza Kunjufu examines how to keep black businesses and the more than $450
billion generated by them in the black community.
From the founder of the award-winning website (www.howwemadeitinafrica.com)
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comes the stories of 25 entrepreneurs who''ve built thriving businesses. * Be inspired
by the experiences of Africa''s most dynamic entrepreneurs * Gain insight into the
continent''s business opportunities * Find the courage to make your own dreams and
ambitions become a reality Discover why Ken Njoroge is building a billion-dollar panAfrican digital payments company (it is not because he wants to drive a Ferrari); Find
out how Jean de Dieu Kagabo grew a Rwanda-based industrial group from a simple
product: toilet paper; And be inspired by the extraordinary tale of Hassan Bashir who
created a booming insurance company from nothing but grit and persistence. Each
entrepreneur''s story is told in an honest manner, not shying away from the mistakes
made and the considerable hurdles they had to overcome. And there were many tough
times: from being betrayed by long-time senior managers to losing vast sums of money
because of poor market research. Pursuing their business ambitions also had a toll on
their personal lives: one entrepreneur was too broke to afford diapers for his baby,
while another had to sell her house to keep the company alive. MEET THE
ENTREPRENEURS 1. Ken Njoroge (Kenya): The long, hard journey to build a billiondollar company 2. Tseday Asrat (Ethiopia): A modern twist on Ethiopia''s coffee culture
3. Tumi Phake (South Africa): Flexing his entrepreneurial muscles to exploit a gap in
the fitness industry 4. Monica Musonda (Zambia): Instant noodle pioneer 5. Hassan
Bashir (Kenya): An insurance firm created from nothing but grit and persistence 6.
Ebele Enunwa (Nigeria): A $50-million food and retail empire 7. Tayo Oviosu (Nigeria):
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The entrepreneur who traded in his Silicon Valley life to bring mobile money to
Nigerians 8. Navalayo Osembo (Kenya): How to make a Kenyan running shoe 9. Jean
de Dieu Kagabo (Rwanda): Rwandan industrialist always hunting for the next big
business idea 10. Addis Alemayehou (Ethiopia): Serial entrepreneur bringing the world
to Ethiopia 11. Kasope Ladipo-Ajai (Nigeria): Nigerian cooking made convenient 12.
Chijioke Dozie (Nigeria): Leveraging past experiences to disrupt the banking industry
13. Sylvester Chauke (South Africa): Marketer with a passion to take African brands
global 14. Yoadan Tilahun (Ethiopia): Showing Ethiopia how to throw an event 15.
Mossadeck Bally (Mali): West African hotel group built on an appetite for risk 16.
Jennifer Bash (Tanzania): Adding value to everyday staples 17. Jesse Moore (Kenya):
Thinking out of the box to power over 600 000 homes with solar energy 18. Twapewa
Kadhikwa (Namibia): How one hair salon became a group of companies 19. Jacques
de Vos (South Africa): Growing a high-impact tech business one problem statement at
a time 20. Nana Akua Birmeh (Ghana): Architect breaking glass ceilings 21. Nelly
Tuikong (Kenya): Kenyan beauty brand taking on global giants 22. Dr Hend El Sherbini
(Egypt): From a small Egyptian family business to a London-listed healthcare giant 23.
NJ Ayuk (Cameroon): A lawyer on the road less travelled 24. Polo Leteka (South
Africa): The investor who spots opportunity where others see risk 25. Ashley Uys
(South Africa): Diagnostic hustler ABOUT THE AUTHOR Jaco Maritz is CEO of Maritz
Africa, publisher of the award-winning pan-African online business publication How we
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made it in Africa. Jaco holds a BA in Information Science from USB. He started his
career at South African media company Media24, working on the websites of some of
the country''s most well-known newspapers. He went on to become editor of
TradeInvestNigeria, after which he founded Maritz Africa. When not building Maritz
Africa, Jaco enjoys investing in other businesses. He is a regular speaker on business
in Africa.
Beating the Odds is the improbable, inspiring autobiography of financial guru Eddie C. Brown,
one of the nation's top stock pickers and money managers. It details how Brown skillfully kept
Brown Capital Management afloat through the dot-com bust, 9/11 and the Great Recession.
Born to a 13-year-old unwed mother in the rural South, this African-American investment whiz
created a Baltimore-based financial firm that amassed more than $6 Billion under
management. Brown delves into the profound heartbreak and disorientation upon the death of
his beloved grandmother – who was his surrogate mother -- and recounts how Brown's
moonshine-running Uncle Jake subsequently became the dominant adult figure in Brown's life.
His unflinchingly honest, easy-to-read memoir details how intellectual curiosity, abiding selfbelief, hard work and divine providence helped Brown earn an electrical engineering degree,
become an Army officer, and later a civilian IBM engineer. Readers will learn of the strife that
ensued when Brown quit IBM to earn an MBA, leading to investment jobs that prepared him to
start his own money management company in 1983.
MOSHOOD ADEMOLA FAYEMIWO was a newspaper publisher/editor in Nigeria where he
grew up but now lives in Chicago. An alumnus of University of Lagos, Nigeria, University of
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South Florida, and State University of New York, he is author of Who's Who of Africans in
America and four published books. His next book is; Jonathan; The Squandering of Good
Luck. MARGIE MARIE NEAL is former university professor, education consultant, and reading
coach in Chicago. An alumna of State University of New York, Chicago State University,
American College of Education, and University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She is coauthor, People Power in Africa: A Week That Changed Nigeria Forever, and author of; The
Roles of Professional Organizations in the Effective Teaching of Reading in Chicago Public
School-CPS: The IRA and IRC as Case Studies, (forthcoming). Praise For ALIKO
MOHAMMAD ADNGOTE THE BIOGRAPHY OF THE RICHEST BLACK PERSON IN THE
WORLD A highly recommended book to anyone who enjoys learning about how different
people of all walks of life become rich and successful, and what it takes to get to the
top---Readers Favorite Book (Starred Review), USA.A compelling book about a unique
personality in Africa---Goodreads, USA. Flawlessly written, Dangote stands out as a hallmark
of excellent artisanship and knowledgeable chronicling--- Bookplex Review of Books, Mumbai,
India. Nigerian Aliko Dangote, the richest black person in the world, is a witness to the fact that
success as a passionate entrepreneur is not limited by race, ethnicity or national
origin---Congressman Jesse L. Jackson, Jr.-(D - IL), 2nd Congressional District, U.S. House of
Representatives, Washington, DC, USA. In a land lacking a culture of independent biography,
this is a starting point, and Dangote is a promising introduction to the fascinating and still
largely unmapped universe of one of the world's richest men.---The Huffington Post, USA.
Dangote has trumped long held assumptions, cultural archetypes and stereotypes, to become
known as a respected business man, power broker and philanthropist---Hon Gloria Hyatt,
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Member of the British Empire (MBE), motivational speaker, education, coach and managing
director, Teach Consultancy Limited, UK. This is a timely book on Aliko Dangote and the
positive changes that are taking place in Africa, ---Prof.Vijay Mahajan, The John Harbin
Centennial Chair of Business, McCombs School of Business, University of Texas, Austin USA.
Publisher's website: http: //sbpra.com/MoshoodAdemolaFayemiwoandMargieMarieNea
Victor Cheng deconstructs the management practices used by fast growing technology
companies and adapts these practices for use in other industries. While most business books
tout one new big idea that will magically solve all your problems, Extreme Revenue Growth
provides a refreshingly different and practical approach, combining many cross- functional
practices to create a blueprint for explosive growth.
Ask yourself: what's the difference between a rich person and the average person on the
street? And, more importantly, which one do you want to be? Successful people don't have
mysterious talents; they may not be super intelligent or especially gifted. But they have
managed to figure out one thing that others haven't - how to make money. In this
groundbreaking new book, Brian Sher shows you that it's not difficult to do. You just have to
know how. Here he reveals for the first time the strategies that successful people use to make
money seemingly out of thin air - so you can own and use those strategies too. If you have
ever dreamed of becoming seriously rich, How to Make Money Out of Thin Airwill give you the
blueprint for turning your dreams into reality.
This is the latest book on global economics from the author of the Conscious Rasta Report.
Keidi Awadu is a futurist who has developed a spectrum of expertise in scientific disciplines. In
combining future studies with economics, we've created a system of predicting major trends
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that will disrupt social, political, and economic patterns for the next 35 years and beyond. Your
business enterprise can be beneficiary of these future pathways by being aware in advance of
how the global economy is changing and will embrace new business models as it also pushes
old models out of viability. Old powers are declining, to be replaced by new enterprises who
are able to seize momentum by being on the cutting edge of the global innovation and creative
frontier. This is where we want to be as individuals and, better yet, as organized groups. The
future belongs to those who are best prepared to create it today. Armed with the state-of-theart data, analysis and futurist predictions within this book, you should remain on the frontier of
the new global economy.
The grandson of slaves, born into poverty in 1892 in the Deep South, A. G. Gaston died more
than a century later with a fortune worth well over $130 million and a business empire
spanning communications, real estate, and insurance. Gaston was, by any measure, a heroic
figure whose wealth and influence bore comparison to J. P. Morgan and Andrew Carnegie.
Here, for the first time, is the story of the life of this extraordinary pioneer, told by his niece and
grandniece, the award-winning television journalist Carol Jenkins and her daughter Elizabeth
Gardner Hines. Born at a time when the bitter legacy of slavery and Reconstruction still
poisoned the lives of black Americans, Gaston was determined to make a difference for
himself and his people. His first job, after serving in the celebrated all-black regiment during
World War I, bound him to the near-slavery of an Alabama coal mine—but even here Gaston
saw not only hope but opportunity. He launched a business selling lunches to fellow miners,
soon established a rudimentary bank—and from then on there was no stopping him. A kind of
black Horatio Alger, Gaston let a single, powerful question be his guide: What do our people
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need now? His success flowed from an uncanny genius for knowing the answer. Combining
rich family lore with a deep knowledge of American social and economic history, Carol Jenkins
and Elizabeth Hines unfold Gaston’s success story against the backdrop of a century of
crushing racial hatred and bigotry. Gaston not only survived the hardships of being black
during the Depression, he flourished, and by the 1950s he was ruling a Birmingham-based
business empire. When the movement for civil rights swept through the South in the late 1950s
and early 1960s, Gaston provided critical financial support to many activists. At the time of his
death in 1996, A. G. Gaston was one of the wealthiest black men in America, if not the
wealthiest. But his legacy extended far beyond the monetary. He was a man who had proved it
was possible to overcome staggering odds and make a place for himself as a leader, a captain
of industry, and a far-sighted philanthropist. Writing with grace and power, Jenkins and Hines
bring their distinguished ancestor fully to life in the pages of this book. Black Titan is the story
of a man who created his own future—and in the process, blazed a future for all black
businesspeople in America.
There was once a time, not so long ago, where our sporting heroes were treated with
veneration. Players were players and their watchers were passive. Heroes lived on pedestals they weren't public property. This book explores the many ways this dynamic has changed
over the years. From the Barmy Army's loud but loyal support of the England cricket team to
the jeers that greeted our returning footballers after the World Cup, the relationship between
athlete and fan is now quite dramatically different. With his usual gentle wit and subtle
intelligence, renowned sports writer Patrick Collins records one year spent observing a range
of different sports and their many and varied fans. From a county cricket match at Canterbury Page 20/25
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a place that resists change - to a corporate box at Wembley - watch them eat! see them drink!
- from dog racing to swimming galas, this is a wonderful and humorous look at the world of
sports - and the fans who make it all possible.

Why is there so little industry in Africa? Over the past forty years, industry has moved
from the developed to the developing world, yet Africa’s share of global manufacturing
has fallen from about 3 percent in 1970 to less than 2 percent in 2014. Industry is
important to low-income countries. It is good for economic growth, job creation, and
poverty reduction. Made in Africa: Learning to Compete in Industry outlines a new
strategy to help African industry compete in global markets. This book draws on case
studies and econometric and qualitative research from Africa and emerging Asia to
understand what drives firm-level competitiveness in low-income countries. The results
show that while traditional concerns such as infrastructure, skills, and the regulatory
environment are important, they alone will not be sufficient for Africa to industrialize.
The book also addresses how industrialization strategies will need to adapt to the
region’s growing resource abundance.
The stat sheet on hemp sounds almost too good to be true: its fibers are among the
planet’s strongest, its seed oil the most nutritious, and its potential as an energy source
vast and untapped. Its one downside? For nearly a century, it’s been illegal to grow
industrial cannabis in the United States–even though Betsy Ross wove the nation’s
first flag out of hemp fabric, Thomas Jefferson composed the Declaration of
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Independence on it, and colonists could pay their taxes with it. But as the prohibition on
hemp’s psychoactive cousin winds down, one of humanity’s longest-utilized plants is
about to be reincorporated into the American economy. Get ready for the newest billiondollar industry. In Hemp Bound:Dispatches from the Front Lines of the Next Agricultural
Revolution, bestselling author Doug Fine embarks on a humorous yet rigorous journey
to meet the men and women who are testing, researching, and pioneering hemp’s
applications for the twenty-first century. From Denver, where Fine hitches a ride in a
hemp-powered limo; to Asheville, North Carolina, where carbon-negative hempcreteinsulated houses are sparking a mini housing boom; to Manitoba where he raps his
knuckles on the hood of a hemp tractor; and finally to the fields of east Colorado, where
practical farmers are looking toward hemp to restore their agricultural economy—Fine
learns how eminently possible it is for this misunderstood plant to help us end
dependence on fossil fuels, heal farm soils damaged after a century of growing
monocultures, and bring even more taxable revenue into the economy than its
smokable relative. Fine’s journey will not only leave you wondering why we ever
stopped cultivating this miracle crop, it will fire you up to sow a field of it for yourself, for
the nation’s economy, and for the planet.
Entrepreneurship is a human universal. All over the world, and throughout history,
people have created businesses. Yet, although women make up more than 50 percent
of the world population, they own and manage significantly fewer businesses than men.
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Venture types and management styles vary across genders as well. Women
entrepreneurship presents several distinctive characteristics that differentiate it from
men entrepreneurship. But variations exist also across women entrepreneurs in various
countries, and between women who are involved in entrepreneurship and those who
are not. Overall, the explanation for the behavior of women entrepreneurs and its
distinctiveness is complex and multifaceted. Evidence to date suggests that reasons
contributing to explaining these differences include demographic and socio-economic
variables, subjective perceptions, and cultural factors and institutions, and that such
differences have significant implications at the macro-economic level. Studying female
entrepreneurship allows researchers to ask questions that shed light on the linkages
between entrepreneurship and wealth creation, employment choices and cognition,
human capital accumulation and labor market structure, employment choice and family
dynamics, business creation and peace, and many others. From a scientific point of
view, the study of female entrepreneurship as a distinct area of inquiry informs us not
only about women behavior, but also about entrepreneurial and human behaviors in
general. All over the world, female entrepreneurship has become an important
component of academic and policy conversations around entrepreneurship. Still, there
is much we don't yet understand. Taking stock of what has been learned so far,
identifying the main gaps, and encourage scholars to push the frontier of knowledge in
this area further are the goals of this work.
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The Definitive Guide to Doing Business in Africa For global and Africa-based
companies looking to access new growth markets, Africa offers exciting opportunities to
build large, profitable businesses. Its population is young, fast-growing, and
increasingly urbanized--while rapid technology adoption makes the continent a fertile
arena for innovation. But Africa's business environment remains poorly understood; it's
known to many executives in the West only by its reputation for complexity, conflict, and
corruption. Africa's Business Revolution provides the inside story on business in Africa
and its future growth prospects and helps executives understand and seize the
opportunities for building profitable, sustainable enterprises. From senior leaders in
McKinsey's African offices and a leading executive on the continent, this book draws on
in-depth proprietary research by the McKinsey Global Institute as well as McKinsey's
extensive experience advising corporate and government leaders across Africa.
Brimming with company case studies and exclusive interviews with some of Africa's
most prominent executives, this book comes to life with the vibrant stories of those who
have navigated the many twists and turns on the road to building successful businesses
on the continent. Combining an unrivalled fact base with expert advice on shaping and
executing an Africa growth strategy, this book is required reading for global business
executives looking to expand their existing operations in Africa--and for those seeking a
road map to access this vast, untapped market for the first time.
Bonang Mohale is a highly respected South African businessman, who is known as
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much for his patriotism and his active role in seeking to advance his country’s interests
as for the leading role he has played in companies like Otis Elevators, Shell South
Africa and South African Airways, among others. Developed over 30 years of business
experience, his insights have motivated change in organisations and individuals alike.
As CEO of Business Leadership South Africa, he frequently shares his insights through
speeches and articles on the role of business in South Africa and the core tenets of
leadership. Lift As You Rise is a compilation of some of his spoken and written words in
which Mohale reveals the issues he is passionate about, among them transformation,
people development, constructive collaboration and integrity, and how they came to
define his career and his life. He looks into the ideas behind his words and offers fresh
thoughts on the subjects they cover. This well-balanced compilation is enhanced by
contributions from others he has mentored or met on his journey which underscore who
Mohale the man is, a fearless and energetic leader whose compassion, humanity and
eternal optimism promote hope and encourage action. There is value in this book for
leaders in all walks of life, but it is Mohale’s hope that young people specifically, those
rising through the ranks, will find his insights and experience inspiring, for they are the
country’s future leaders.
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